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The Geocaching Association of Great Britain is the

leading UK Geocaching body, recognised by and acting

on behalf of geocachers. The Association was

established in 2003 to provide a national organisation

that represented geocaching, and to serve as a UK

point of contact for geocachers, landowners, the

media and others with an interest in geocaching. Find

us online at www.gagb.org.uk.

Contributions to Seeker are welcome; please contact

editor@gagb.org.uk. The Association is unable, at the

present time, to pay for submissions. Copyright in all such

contributions will revert to the author on publication of

the subsequent issue. Pictures are published on a single-

use, non-exclusive UK editorial rights basis, under which

copyright remains with the photographer. For individual

articles, the author is also the photographer unless

otherwise stated. 
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Arthur (Griff Grof)

I hope this issue of Seeker finds you well.
Autumn is here, with the days rapidly getting
shorter and the weather colder and wetter! But
it's not all bad - there's less overgrowth, which
improves accessibility to some caches, and more
opportunities to go night caching. 

A lot has gone on at the GAGB since Issue 45 was
sent to you all. We've had two resignations from
the committee, and these vacancies were quickly
filled - Chris (Saza36) and Imogen (Imogen
Michel) were warmly welcomed in September,
and they have both done a tremendous job over
the past two months. Around this time, we also
formally appointed the GAGB's first ever regional
representatives. A small number of regions are
still in need of at least one rep, so please email
friends@gagb.org.uk if you're interested.

This is the final issue of Seeker from the current
committee. It's a good one, packed with some
great articles and content. Read about Jenn and
Sharon's experience completing the brilliant
Creative Coast GeoTour, find out what was
achieved during GAGB CITO Week, learn about
Snag the Tag, check out our Cache Creation
competition winning entries, meet JollyJax, and
lots more. The final section is the GAGB's Annual
Report, which covers everything we have
achieved this year. I would like to thank every
member of the committee for their hard work
from the get-go.

The election for next year's committee is upon
us, with nominations opening at 0:00 on Monday
15 November. Please consider standing for
election, or simply nominate someone who you
think would do a good job. Being on the
committee is an extremely rewarding experience,
and I can't recommend it enough. Feel free to
contact me if you have any questions, and good
luck to all the candidates!
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NEWS ROUND-UP

Nominations for the eight committee members will

be accepted from 00:00 on 15 November. More

information can be found on page 30. If you are

interested in standing, take a look at page 31 to give

you an idea of the different roles and what being on

the committee might involve.

The GAGB's South West regional representatives are

holding an official GAGB roving event on 20

November. This is the first roving event not to be

organised by a committee member! The venue is the

Prince of Wales Public House, set in the Ham Hill

Country Park, Somerset. Everyone is welcome! You

can view the event listing and log your will attend

here.

We have recently updated our Members' Page - you

can now view our latest news at a glance, which is a

very handy feature. On our Featured Series page, you

can now filter them by region; this addition is a

response to feedback received in February's survey.

Finally, our Shop has received a major update - see

page 27 for more information.

IN CASE YOU MISSED IT...

Committee Elections 

GAGB  Roving Events Return

Website Updates
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Completing the GeoTour

Several years ago, along with Sharant, I met

up with someone involved in the Culture

Coasting project in a café in Kent, to discuss

what caching is, and how this could tie into

Culture Coasting. Several years later (delayed

one year by covid) the Geotour was launched. 

I was already heading down south with

Sharon for London Calling when a few weeks

before she asked how much annual leave I

had left, and we ended up turning one night

away into five, working our way round the

entire series over three days. 

Day one was when we tackled Essex. We had

a late start as we’d stayed overnight with one

of my relatives who I’d not seen for nearly

two years, so we were sat catching up for a

while over breakfast. This would prove to be

an issue later in the day! 

We started out by heading to Harwich, the

furthest north in the tour, where we spent a

bit of time, but soon decided that we needed

to ignore other caches, unless we were

specifically passing them, or we would never

manage!

Our first cache of the Geotour involved a

Banksy mural after a short, breezy walk

across the seafront. 

From there we moved onto Walton on the

Naze, somewhere I’d been 17 years earlier on

a Scout Jamboree for fish and chips, walking

into the chippy late one evening not long

before closing time and ordering 22 portions

of fish and chips – it was good to see that the

same chippy was still there. We drove up out

of town to the country park, where we were

also able to pick up a few earth caches, and

narrowly avoided getting cut off by the tide.

There is a small cost here for parking, but

unless stopping to visit the tower, or have a

picnic it is entirely possible to manage the

caches within the one hour minimum time

frame.  

From here it was onto Jaywick, parking

outside a caravan park for a short walk for

the finds here, with a long drive despite not

being too far, before heading onto Wallasea.

Although this was again not too far as the

crow flies the estruaries meant that it was

actually a 90 minute drive from Jaywick.

by Jennthefunkyranger
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fived with a cheer to celebrate managing the

Essex section, despite all the odds.

This was definitely the longest day, as whilst

none of the caches were too far apart as the

crow flies the estuaries here meant that there

was a lot of driving between each cache.

Unlike the Kent and Sussex locations there is

just one set of labs, and since the app doesn’t

keep the adventure you are on open when

you go to another app we were constantly

searching for it, though this got easier as we

got further south, and closer to the icon. It

was then onto the hotel In Ebbsfleet. It looked

like it would have been a late arrival which

didn’t seem right as we could see the

Dartford Crossing, and we knew we did not

have far to go on the other side. Then I

realised that Google maps was set to avoid

tolls therefore avoiding Dartford, and it was

trying to send me right into London. When I

realised and ignored it we arrived 40

Sharon was reading up about the cache and

the location as I was driving there, and we

realised this one was going to be a challenge

as the gates to the nature reserve closed at

8pm, and we were due there at 6-30, with

previous logs mentioning a long walk. As I

have longer legs and am therefore faster we

made the decision that I’d go on ahead, and

before long I decided that jogging would be

easier on my calves. I hadn’t expected on

getting in a bit of training for a forthcoming

half marathon at this point. I made it to the

cache, which was a very quick find, and

stopped for a moment to admire the views. It

would have been good to have spent a bit

longer here, but that was not possible, as we

still had a long way back, with Sharon not far

behind me at this point. We made it back to

the car with time to spare, with this whole

mission feeling a bit Challenge Anneka!

It was then a case of heading back towards

civilisation onto Shoebury. It was getting dark

by this point, but we were able to park fine.

The second cache here took a bit of finding

with torches, as it was completely dark by that

point. With the location and it being dark we

didn’t really want to split up, or it probably

would have been a quicker find. I did wonder,

not for the first time, what on earth we were

doing at this point. 

Our last destination was Southend. Sharon

had been doing a bit of googling again on the

way there, and found that the gates

apparently shut at 9, so she stayed at  the gate

in case, and I went in. The caches here again

were both quick, and I didn’t get locked in.

Both were found in the dark with use of a

torch. I headed back to where Sharon was

waiting for me at the gate, singing the

Mission Impossible theme, as we high
5
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minutes earlier than originally thought,

which we were both grateful for. 

Day two was the Kent section. We had an

earlier start, and we were also not far this

time from the first point, Gravesend. We had

a nice wander, and all the caches found here.

We also chatted to one of the guys in charge

of looking after one of the pieces of the

artwork. There was a very impressive

Gurdwara here. 

Onto Margate, which is one of these places

you hear about a lot, but I’d never been

before. It was quite busy here, and it was a

nice town to wander round, though a bit

breezy. Some of the physical caches were

unfortunately missing, one we had a PAF on

but still no joy, and on one a very recent

photo showed where it should have been but

wasn’t, we were able to report this to the

Turner Gallery who were behind these.
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The caches in Margate were all very clever,

and worth the time spent here. Definitely

make sure you have lots of favourite points

here! As part of the preparations Ant had

given a presentation to a local rep from the

gallery to explain what caching is, and had

included photos of some of the really clever

caches me and Sharon had found on a trip to

Germany several years ago, and it was clear

they had taken this on board as a lot of the

caches felt very familiar.  

Our last stop of the day was Folkstone. A nice

little town, I’d only visited on an overnight

stop here before and had no time to properly

see it, so it was a nice surprise. All the caches

were found here, we thought one was going to

be a DNF but was just not where we’d thought

it would be. One piece of artwork here has

been vandalised which was a shame. We also

stopped here for food, celebrating finishing

the Kent section with a proper pub meal (far

Folkestone's Creative Quarter 



better than the previous night’s tea, of M&S

packaged salad eaten with teaspoons in the

hotel room!), before heading to our final

hotel in Eastbourne. 

Our final day was tackling the Sussex section.

We woke up in Eastbourne, and we were not

far from the first labs here. We drove along

the coast up to Beachy Head, where we had

our first walk of the day to pick up the caches

there. We then headed back towards Bexhill,
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where one of the trickiest bits seemed to be

parking We parked in the carpark for the

pavilion, where the ticket machine was

unnecessarily complex, resulting in Sharon

fighting a double charge on her card. The

pavilion cache was behind temporary

fencing, which was a shame since they know

it’s there so could have either resighted it a

bit, or put the fencing the other side, as it was

10 metres across the fence. For the other two

physical  caches in town it was nice to see

Statue seen whilst completing the GeoTour Artwork

Jasleen Kaur - ‘The first thing I did was to kiss the ground’ - for Gravesend

 



the input of the local primary schools. 

The last stop was Hastings, somewhere else

I’d not been before. It was getting later on, so

unfortunately we didn’t have time to explore,

it was a case of grabbing the caches (and for

some Sharon jumping out to grab them

whilst I drove round, as we couldn’t park

anywhere), meaning I unfortunately didn’t

see one really great cache. We also had one

of our DNFs at this point. Leaving the town

behind we headed up to the country park, our

final stop. The two caches were a long walk

apart, but we arrived late enough that we

could pay for the minimum parking, we

would have needed a lot longer. Don’t stop at

the first car park you find here, carry on and

there’s another that saves a bit of a walk. We

picked up several other caches here, with

some stunning views on the way. The terrain

was the toughest here we’d had, which was
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challenging for Sharon following a recent

injury, but once we got to the last cache it was

definitely worth the long walk, as it was the

best of the whole series, and a great one to

finish on, even if it had unfortunately become

a hotel, and graveyard, for bugs. It reminded

us both of the cache at Hannover Zoo. 

It was then time to point the car north, and

head back home after three fun, but very long

days. Thanks to traffic I didn’t get home till

gone 11pm, after 900 miles driven across the

few days, and had to be at work early the

following morning, which was a challenge!

A huge thank you to everyone who has been

involved in setting up and maintaining the

GeoTour (including GAGB's very own GeoTour

lead, Matt Faulkner Collins aka maattmoo). It

was definitely worth the time, and effort, of

travelling round it all.   

One of the GeoTour's best caches Another brilliant cache



CITO WEEK 2021
In September, the GAGB’s CITO Week returned following last year’s hiatus. Here, we take a look

at the CITOs that were organised and celebrate what they achieved.

In total, 7 CITOs were held across England

and Wales. Unfortunately, none went ahead

elsewhere in our geographical remit. The

majority of these involved litter picking, but

one of the CITOs was all about pond

restoration! Whilst the number of GAGB

CITOs was lower than previous years, it was

expected given the circumstances, with fewer

CITOs being organised in general.

A cumulative total of 81 'Attended' logs were

posted on GAGB CITOs and 50 bags of litter

were collected. Well done and thanks to

everyone who took part - you all did a great

job and helped give something back!

SUNDAY 19 SEPTEMBER

Hucclecote Meadows

GAGB CITO Week kicked off with a unique type of

CITO, in Hucclecote Meadows, south-east of

Gloucester. For the fourth year running, the aim

was to dig out reed and vegetation from the

central area of a pond. Other tasks included

clearing away scrub. This event was organised by

Monski.

Before After
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Photo credit: fizzwhizz

MONDAY 20 SEPTEMBER

Clydach Vale 

Clydach Vale is located within the Cwmclydach

Countryside Park Area of Outstanding Natural

Beauty. This CITO involved a litter pick around

the lake, and the seven attendees did well,

collecting two full bags of litter between them.

Organised by smhalls.

TUESDAY 21 SEPTEMBER

Cardiff Bay

This litter pick took place in Britannia Park,

which is the only green space in Cardiff Bay. It

was created in 1993 as part of the regeneration of

the Cardiff Docklands. After just over one hour of

hard work, the attendees filled 6 bags with litter.

Organised by smhalls.

Photo credit: fizzwhizz

WEDNESDAY 22 SEPTEMBER

Bridgend Industrial Estate 

This is a large, mix-use area in South Wales

which was in need of a clean up! Everyone who

attended made a fantastic effort to achieve this

goal - 13 bags of litter, 2 road signs, and 2 hub

caps were collected. Great job! Organised by

smhalls.
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Photo credit: fizzwhizz

THURSDAY 23 SEPTEMBER

Barry Knap

12 cachers met up for an afternoon of little

picking on this lovely beach near Barry. Well

done to all, as 7 bags were filled to the brim. The

beach is now a lot cleaner! Organised by smhalls

Photo credit: fizzwhizz

FRIDAY 24 SEPTEMBER

Pembrey Country Park  

This is one of the top attractions in Wales - 500

acres of parkland overlooking the stunning coast

(from Gower to Carmarthen Bay). As well as the

beautiful scenery, there was another reason

smhalls decided to bring cachers here - to

remove some litter! In total, 8 bags were filled.

SATURDAY 25 SEPTEMBER

Caerphilly Castle 

This is a medieval fortification in Caerphilly; it is

the biggest castle in Wales. The litter pick

focussed on the areas the council maintains and

Dafydd Williams Park. This was the biggest CITO

of the week (26 cachers present) and by the end

of the event, 14 bags and a traffic cone were

collected. The perfect CITO to end our CITO

Week! Organised by smhalls.
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Since 2018, the GAGB have organised an annual

competition – it all started with finding the best

‘Cache with a View’ photo, then Racing Hound

tags travelled the world in our 2019 trackable

race, and we all read some brilliant caching

stories written by GAGB members last year.

This time, we wanted to do something different.

Something that would inspire people to hide

more quality caches around the country. That’s

when the Cache Creation competition was born!

After several months of members working hard

to build some fantastic and unique caches, the

GAGB committee judged the entries

anonymously. We are now thrilled to be able to

confirm the winners.

Cache Creation Competition
the Winners

winner
In first place, a beautifully crafted and painted

house, which is home to a micro cache. A

unique container that is bound to garner plenty

of favourite points if it is hidden in the real

world. This was created by Anne Lee, aka

Homeleejo, who wins £15 GAGB store credit.

runner-up
Our runner-up is an ingenious cache built by

John Jacobs, aka JJEF. Check out the photos to

truly appreciate it. The committee were very

impressed by the amount of effort that went

into constructing it, and John has been awarded

£10 GAGB store credit for this outstanding

submission. 

First place - fantastic and unique 

Runner-up -  see next page for more
12



Runner-up -  push me, pull me... Runner-up -  the cache itself!

The remaining entries were then entered into

a prize draw for £5 GAGB store credit, and a

winner was randomly selected: Owain

Boorman, aka olb1992, who created a 3D-

printed field puzzle called ‘Puzzling Penfold’.

There’s a blind maze inside the post box –

what a great idea! 

Some of you might recall that we also had a

‘Design It’ category, for those without the

tools or resources to bring their ideas to life.

Unfortunately, none of the entries were

considered to be suitable (either because

building them would be impossible or the

container would not be watertight) so the

committee reluctantly decided not to award a

prize in this category. However, every ‘Design

It’ entry was still included in the prize draw.

The committee would like to thank everyone

who entered and took the time to build or

design a special cache. Some other cracking

entries were received, and you can already

find one of them (GC99QWA) – we won’t spoil

it here, though… add it to your to do list!

We hope that you are now more inspired to

create and place a unique container of your

own!

Puzzling penfold at first sight Puzzling penfold once open 
13



global game leading up to their mega in
Seattle, WA. Tags were placed in 39 states and
8 countries and almost 400 were claimed!
Geocoinfest 2018 organizer Chandra Day (and
STT reviewer) exclaims: 

“Snag the Tag was a great promotional tool
for the mega, we had so many happy
geocachers who showed up to get a free prize
coin".

Games and Partnerships
Over the next three years the STT team, ran
global house games based on themes of
Ninjas, Secret Agents and Zombies… Tags
have been placed on 6 continents! As well as
partnership games with webshops, mega
events and Geocaching HQ. The Covid-19
pandemic shifted the team’s prize
redemption focus from event in-person to
mail-in. The STT team has game features
such as allowing hiders to also become hiders
of different tags, adding puzzle checkers and
other fun twists.

What’s Next?
STT continues to grow and run games.
Previous games were Templar knights themed
game, a Sherlock Mystery Themed game, a
secret agents themed game that proved to be
the UK's biggest to date! And currently a
global game with Geocaching HQ. 

We also held 1 night special events where
players could host their own event games
where players could win a tag and coin over
Halloween.

What is Snag the Tag?
Snag the Tag (STT) is a game within
Geocaching (since 2017) run by two avid
geocachers involving: trackables and
geocoins. The game is simple, there are
hiders and finders. The hiders hide a tag in
cool themed location. The goal for the finders
is to get there first, find the tag and use a
code to claim it for a cool trackable geocoin
prize. The game combines the thrilling
adventure of the hunt, exploring fun
locations and earning cool trackable prize!
Snag the Tag has a partnership with
Geocaching HQ and has run game with
multiple webshops, mega events and
geocaching organizations. 

How Snag the Tag start?
In 2016 the Washington State Geocaching
Association, leadership committee were
looking for ways to boost attendance at the
Going Ape mega. WSGA President Jacquie
Vaughn (geonick Princess Trouble) proposed
a promotional game based on ‘doing
something, to get something’ after proposing
the idea, WSGA Vice President and STT
Founder Mark Clemens (geonick Avroair)
devised a first to find tag hunt published on
social media with a geocoin prize. The game
was a huge success and caught on quickly in
the community. But one issue remained, the
game was run manually and required a huge
amount of time and effort. Oleg Barshay a
developer and avid geocacher had the
solution. Make an online tag hunt platform
Snag the Tag was born. The first event to try a
platform was Geocoinfest 2018 who ran a

Snag the tag
Part 1: The History
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quiz and a Disco at some point. As we are at
Uttoxeter Racecourse, it would seem only fair
to have a flutter on the horses and so are
likely to organise an evening of video based
horse racing. Other events might include
Batwalks; Doggy Picnics; a day on a Heritage
Railway; perhaps on the Geocaching Express.
None of these are finalised yet, but we do
have a team working on a wide range of
events during our 8 day festival of fun, and
we'd love to hear your suggestions too. Alton
Towers and Cadbury World are in the region,
along with masses of history around
Ironbridge and Stratford Upon Avon plus
many other fabulous places for families to
visit. Overlapping our Mega event, the 2022
Commonwealth Games is being held in and
around Birmingham - we have something for
everyone :)

What's the biggest lesson you've learned from
observing previous mega events?
Every Mega Committee has its own unique
way of organising their event, mainly
depending on the county or region in which
they are working. There doesn’t seem to be
one particular way that is right or better than
another, and that is one of the great things
about the UK Mega events - individuality!
Camping is a key element and as camper
vans and caravans get larger over the years
there is a need for more roadway space, as
well as larger pitches to comply with current
regulations, be that for coronavirus or for
developments in Health & Safety regulations. 

MEET JOLLYJAX
Chair of West Midlands 2022 Mega
Committee...
Next year's UK Mega is coming to Staffordshire. The team is headed up by Bob (Jollyjax), who was
put under the spotlight by his secretary, Ant (Sharant)

How long have you been caching?
I started caching on 10.Mar.2004 in
Oxfordshire where I used to live.  
 
Have you been to many 'Mega' events before?
I have attended all UK Megas since they
started in 2008 in Harrogate Yorkshire, with
the exception of Perth when sadly I was
unwell at the time. I have also attended
Geolympix 2012, 3 Halloween Megas plus the
odd Piratemania as well - I think it’s 18 in
total so far 
 
Where is the Mega in 2022? 
The 2022 UK Mega is based in the West
Midlands region, more specifically based at
Uttoxeter Racecourse, with side events around
the region
 
I keep hearing that it is week long? Is that
true? What does that mean?
It will be the first 8 day festival of Geocaching
in Europe for about 4 years starting on
Monday 1st August 2022 and finishing on
Monday 8th August 2022. The Mega event
itself will be from 10am to 4pm on Saturday
6th August 2022
 
Oh, a week of activities? What sort of things?
Actually, it’s 8 days, not a week!:) We are
planning a Flash mob and walk in the highest
village in England - we couldn't resist a Flash
Mob in the village of Flash. We have engaged
a professional Quizmaster and a professional
DJ so it’s a safe bet there will be a themed
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The biggest lesson of all though is to immerse yourself in the region and local area and have a
fun packed week of caching with friends new and old.
 
What do you think will be your biggest challenge this year?
 Without doubt the biggest challenge this year will be raising the funds needed to successfully
run the quality of event that we are planning. Having lost so much time with the lockdowns and
restrictions of COVID-19 we must fundraise continually and to that end we will most likely be
coming to your area to hold an event. Our Ambassadors will also be instrumental in raising
awareness and holding events on our behalf. If you would like to help us then visit our shop at
www.mega2022.org.uk/shop and have a browse or look below for more practical ways you can
help us.

app you wish to launch (it can remember

your choice, so if you’ve done this before it

may automatically open your favourite app). 

 When your app opens, immediately save the

destination as a waypoint or Point of Interest.

Choose an icon that means something to you

- I choose a consistent icon for stages within

one Adventure trail, then choose a different

icon for a different trail.

These should now show up alongside your

normal geocaches on your normal map, and

you can go about your caching with a little

less confusion and backtracking, and a little

more calm. Also, you’ve just had a drink in

the café, so you are winning already! This

doesn’t always work - but if it does work for

you, I hope it’ll save you some time and

frustration.

For more information on Adventure Labs why

not have a look back at previous issues of

Seeker: 

Seeker 38 - What is an Adventure Lab?

Seeker 41 - How to Create an Adventure Lab

Do you have trouble finding Adventure

caches in one app and normal caches in

another? Keep getting mixed up between

them? This is especially difficult in small

cities, where several adventure trails can

overlap traditional or multi caches, and

everyone ends up lost and confused!

Thankfully, there’s a trick we can all do, well,

only if we don’t use the official geocaching

app anyway. This works for C_Geo, Cachley,

and Locus Maps, and it can also work in

Google Maps! So do this before you travel, or

if you forget - find yourself a café with wifi,

and follow this tip to simplify your adventure:

Fire up the Adventure App, and go look at the

first stage of a trail. You’ll see this blue

symbol:

Adventure labs - hacked!
How to improve your Ad Lab experience... by Ant (Sharant)

Click the symbol, and if you’ve never done

this before the app will ask you which

mapping
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on my part, "Because I" “Because I haven't
seen anywhere were I want to place a larger
one.” He came back with “Oh ok” and I
assumed that that was the end of it. 

Since then a few more bench caches have
been released, along with some premium
multi/puzzle caches, all are micro or smaller
as is fitting for their locations.

Yesterday after a long and very wet day
caching I logged on and received the
following message. “Well not going to lie I
think just putting out magnets with pieces of
paper in them is a bit boring and deters
people from doing geocaching and there is
hundreds of places for larger caches”. I
declined to answer and have blocked the
sender. Also as he is only a basic member I
have made all my caches ‘premium members
only’ and therefore they have disappeared
from his map. 

Unfortunately they have also been removed
from those new cachers who would have
appreciated them. This cacher has less than
50 finds and just one hide and yet feels he is
entitled to dictate where someone else places
caches and what type of caches they are to
place. Despite knowing “there is hundreds of
places for larger caches” he has not put any
caches in those locations.

Like all cachers I reserve the right to place
caches in locations where I want to place
them and of a size appropriate to that place.
It is a game and we are all entitled to play it
how we want to and should not be receiving
messages via geocaching.com trying to
dictate how we play. 

In May 2020 I was first to find a cache. It was
very nicely hidden, but it was a glass jam jar. I
sent a message to the CO as follows:“I have
been out to find your cache this morning,
well done for placing one. However may I
suggest that at some point you change it to a
plastic container. If the jar breaks it will be
dangerous for cachers, especially to young
children and also to wild life.” 

A few weeks later I received the following
reply: “I will take that into consideration next
time I find myself with a plastic box”. I have
taken my caching friends to the cache and
that has yet to happen. 

In August that year I set out my first caches,
they were on benches that I had seen on my
lock down walks and were magnetic nanos. I
also added a multi and a puzzle, both micro
caches as suits an urban location, to make a
nice circular walk, although the multi and
puzzle are both for premium members only.
Since then I have added more benches,
multis and puzzles and all are urban caches.
The multis and puzzles are for premium
members only but I felt that as the benches
make for easy finds they should be available
to everyone.

Then in April this year I received another
message from the CO mentioned above “Can
you start to make some small or regular
caches rather than micros ”My reply was “I
have no plans at present to put out any larger
caches.” Which seemed to me to be 
 reasonable response which required no
further clarification. However a message
came back "Why" I did reply, which may have
been a mistake

Being kind By Caslu26
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Over the last 18 months being kind has never been more important. But the following article by
Caslu26 is a reminder that it can be all too easy online to forget that there is a person at the
other end of a message. 
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Geocaching as a Family
By Jennifer Hannah

Benefits Of Geocaching For Kids

Geocaching is a modern take on an outdoor
treasure hunt where participants use a GPS
enabled device to find hidden boxes called
geocaches. It's a fun way to get children
outside enjoying nature and the great
outdoors and encourages them to develop
problem-solving and teamwork skills. Going
out together on a Geocaching adventure is a
great way to bring the family together while
helping children learn more about their local
area and community. You can make
geocaching part of a family hike, wild
swimming, bushcraft and survival skills
practice, canoeing, visiting a park, or even
walking the dog.

How To Prepare For Your First Family
Geocaching Adventure

If you want a fun family activity to get the
children outdoors, Geocaching could be just
what you are looking for. It's a modern
treasure hunting game that combines
technology and problem solving with outdoor
exploration. While the first known placement
of a geocache took place in Oregon in 2000, it
has quickly become one of the fastest-growing
hobbies in the UK that you can combine with
many other outdoor activities for a great day
out. Preparing for a family geocaching
adventure is pretty simple. The main things
you need are a sense of adventure and, of
course, the coordinates to find the treasure.

Photo by sharant
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Essential Preparation For Your Geocaching
Adventures

A little bit of preparation work before your
family day of Geocaching will go a long way to
ensuring all the family have a great day. As
with any trip outdoors, especially with kids,
it's a good idea to pack some refreshments,
snacks and a foldup blanket. It's also a good
idea to take a torch. One golden rule of
Geocaching is to take something with you to
put back in the cache. It could be a keyring,
pack of cards, small toy, trinket pen or pencil,
anything like that, just not food or sweets.
Don't forget to take a pen with you so your
children can write their names in the
lookbook when they track down a cache.

Getting Started With Geocaching

To start your family's Geocaching adventures,
the only essential item you need is a GPS-
enabled device. If you have a smartphone, all
you need to do is download a Geocaching app,
and you are good to go. Find a cache near you
on the app that corresponds to your chosen
difficulty level, and then enter the coordinates
into your GPS to find the right area. Then
your children use their problem-solving skills
to find the cache's hiding place. Once you
find the hidden treasure, fill out the logbook
and return the cache to where you found it.
You may spot some unusual trinkets left by
other people in the box. If you take something
out of the box, make sure you leave another
trinket in its place for someone else to
discover.

Geocaching is great fun and the perfect
family activity. With millions of caches
hidden all across the world, wherever you go
there will be caches nearby for you and your
children to discover.

Photo by Griff Grof

Photo by sharant
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Snag the tag
Part 2: The UK agent

mammoth coin. We found the map where
these coins could be found and soon
discovered that they could only be claimed in
the USA as this appeared to be based in
America only. A little disheartened we
continued to look around the site where we
found the contacts page with a few lines about
hosting your own games.

Host our own game? What did they mean by
this? We sent them a message on Face Book
then sat back and waited. A few days later, late
afternoon our computer pinged and a
message popped up which read “Hi there
Scott. What part of the UK are you in? We are
looking for someone to coordinate UK orders
and promote a bit on FB Here are some
images to share on some UK groups you feel
would fit. We are looking for UK hiders as
well as overall awareness”. This message was
followed up by a few images for the upcoming
Agents 2020 hiders game. 

So over the coming weeks I posted this
images and posts and about the snag the tag
game on local Geocaching groups within the

We were quite late into the geocaching seen
having discovered it whilst on holiday in
August of 2019. Through the coming months
we hunted these caches and did some more
research into the game. and discovered TB’s
and swag. This was becoming a new family
hobby and fast!

Around May 2020 we discovered a cache that
contained a special coin! We had not
encountered one of these before and wanted
to know more! What was this coin and how
could we get more? We moved the coin on as
this was a trackable coin then hit Google with
many more questions about these coins and
where we could obtain one.

It was about now we stumbled up Snag the
Tag. “ claim your free coin” one of the lines
read on the Google description. We clicked
the link and was confronted with a
Login/Register page for Snag the Tag. We
quickly signed up to their site and jumped in.
There was a game happening at the time of
joining and we thought great we are in luck,
In this game we could potentially win a

Tags awaiting  homes Coins
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group. (search “Snag the tag United Kingdom”
on FB). 

I again started to share this group to local
caching groups as well as details of the games
and the new coin that could be claimed and
found. We soon had accumulated over 150
members that wanted to play and found out
more about this game and how they too could
find/hide a tag and claim a coin. I couldn’t
believe it. The majority of the group were
skeptical as they had never heard of this
game and where unsure if this was just an
elaborate scam of some sort, but with the help
of the 10 players from the agents game we
manged to get another 10 people to purchase
the hiders packs and participate in the
Knights Templar game. We now had 20
hiders with the 150+ potential finders from
the group.

So that’s how I began to grow it over here with
the hope we can grow it further! My role is
still the same. All UK orders come to myself,
as long as the buyer of the hiders packs is
happy with this, (it saves a lot of shipping
costs with bulk shipping), I get all the orders
and then they just pay the small UK postage
for me to ship them out to the player. Players
are welcome to come and collect if they live
local and I have even had one player travel
nearly an 1hr and 30 in to collect his coin in
person!

I have had a few ask do I get payed for this or
what do I earn from it? And the simple
answer is “I am a volunteer and do this
because I enjoy it. I get the same thrill of the
hunt to claim a coin for myself as well as give
the same opportunity to another to find and
claim a coin. I do this in my spare time
between work and family time.”

UK. Slowly I started to get some interest from
other people but mainly from those who
wanted to just claim a coin when the game
started and how or where could they find one.
Then out of the Blue I got another message
via FB from someone that wanted to purchase
a coin to hide and how did they go about this!
Then another and another and another until
I had had a small flurry of roughly 12
messages all came through on FB messenger
all enquiring about how to purchase a coin
and a tag.

It was at this point I decided to get the whole
lot into a small messenger chat group and
start planning everything from there with the
help of Mark Clemens and Oleg Barshay from
Snag the Tag. 

But what next? What was my next part in this
whole game? I quickly discovered that I was
now the official go between for the game. I
would receive all the orders and redirect
them all out to the UK players as well as being
in charge of distributing the winning coins to
the players that find the tags.

As the start date for the game loomed, we had
about 10 people that had placed orders for
the agents coins and they were all being sent
to me to save on shipping charges etc. These
10 people were just the start and I thank them
for placing their trust in me to receive and
send the coins over to them.

The next game that had been placed in the
calendar was the Knights Radient Templars
game. And again this was a world wide game.
But this time I wanted to make it bigger and
better over here in the UK and gain more
players for this one. But how? That’s when I
had the idea for a Snag the Tag UK hiders 



2020 meant we all had to miss out on rather a

lot. And caching wise, that meant no

Piratemania and no UK Mega, the first time

for a long time these have not been able to go

ahead. With the government’s tentative plan

to ease lockdown, which was then delayed,

both events were not guaranteed to be able to

go ahead. Less than a month before the UK

reviewers were still not able to publish events.

However, we were all optimistic, and camping

(or alternative accommodation), was being

booked. 

Weeks before the events, UK restrictions were

loosened, along with the excellent news that

events could start being held again, and the

side events were published – it was all go!

The really hardy pirates sailed in on the

Thursday, but like many others work had got

in the way of that. So for me, Friday night’s

barbeque was the first event I’d been to for 

almost 18 months. The weather was a bit

inclement, having been hit by heavy rain

earlier in the day, but that didn’t put us off.

Just seeing so many cachers in the same

place, and catching up with friends we’ve

been unable to see for a long time was just

amazing – and soon like we’d never been

apart at all. 

The following morning the main event

arrived. I was up and in the marquee in good

time as I was on the GAGB stall, and already

there were many pirates milling around, with

a sense of excitement in the air. At 10am

Piratemania was declared open! 

The day passed with lots of gold exchanging

hands in the marquee, pirates off out

plundering and pillaging the local area for

treasure, completing puzzles in order to get

the codes for the lab caches, and later on

there was the traditional tug of war, followed

by the raffle. 

A MEGA Week to Remember!
By jennthefunkyranger
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There were also several sets of labs, including

the first night lab caches I’ve ever done,

following several different trails of different

coloured fire tacks, and trying to not get

confused between them!

On Saturday the long awaited big day arrived.

The hall was full of traders (however

unfortunately the shadow of Covid was

looming, with a few empty tables for traders

who had been unable to attend), with more

stalls outside. We had plenty of choice of

food, including from Palmers who had been

keeping us fed and watered all week, and

entertainment was in the form of a Saxon re-

enactment (being greeted to the sight of two

children in Saxon clothing play fighting with

swords outside the toilet block at 8am, and

declaring chocolate as the greatest is not

something you see every morning), and the

obstacle course. 

Sunday morning hundreds of pirates berthed

up in the City of Lincoln for the traditional

“Pointy Pirates” event. Arrrrrrrr! Two minutes

of pointing was concluded with a tribute to

the former pirate captain Steve, who sadly

passed away a year ago. I hope we made him

proud with our efforts this year. We then

dispersed to terrorise (or confuse) the locals,

with more plundering and pillaging of the

Lincoln treasure. For some of us, the imps

dotted round the city added in an additional

challenge, trying to find as many of these as

possible. 

Tuesday morning arrived, and it was time to

sail out of port again. It was a very long way

indeed up to the showground, so I stopped off

for lunch and a few caches, and arrived just

over an hour later. 

Over the course of the week the team put on

several side events, including a CITO on

Cleethorpes beach, kite flying on Skegness

beach, Lincolnshire’s Got Talent, traditional

Lincolnshire singing, and party games. We

were also kept very busy with many caching

series locally, and I’m sure I’m not the only

one who has come home to a large amount of

logging to do! 
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The gold ammo can had been handed over to the West Midlands 2022 team, who organised

Sunday’s games event, and we finally found out the big secret of where the event will be held –

next year we will be heading to Uttoxeter Racecourse in Staffordshire. 

Unfortunately the week was overshadowed by the threat of Covid. Despite all precautions being

taken the news got out on Thursday morning that two cachers had had to leave site after testing

positive. By Sunday morning several more people had had to leave suddenly, and the Mega

Committee made the decision to cancel the final two side events. Following on from the event

there have been a few more positive cases, however despite the number of people on site it is

still a small amount. 

Thank you so much to the committees of both Piratemania and the Lincolnshire Mega for

pulling out all the stops, and hosting two very successful megas despite all the odds, in a year

like no other. 
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Behind the scenes with the
committee...
If you have been to a UK Mega, or one of our

roving events chances are you will have seen

our stall there. Hopefully you will have bought

something from us, or had a go on our map

game. 

Amongst the prizes, and stock we sell, are a

variety of different caches, all hand made. But

how did they get to the stall? 

A few weeks before the megas Sharant,

Border Caz, Jennthefunkyranger and Moira

Crackers, with the help of Tony (Moira

Crackers) and Ant (Sharant) spent the day

busy making caches. We started out cutting

up many, many log sheets (which also

required the use of that oh so temperamental

piece of equipment known as a printer – the

less said about that the better!), and rolling

these up to go into bisons and small vials.

You know how tricky these are to do out in 

the field? Well imagine what it is like rolling

loads and loads of them over and over!

Lunch was sorted by Ant, where we made the

most of the warm weather to sit outside for a

bit, and Crackers, along with his new mate

Marble, came to join us. 

I was dispatched to the garage to go drill

holes into the sticks donated by Sharon’s dad,

which were returned to the others to glue

containers into, and once this was done a

production line was set up outside to make

more of the grass caches. Several pairs of

scissors later, it transpired that a saw is a far

better way of cutting these. Thank you to Tony

for the cutting here, which really is the

hardest part of making these. 

Eventually, we decided we had enough of

these made up, and it was time for more
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reinforcements, this time from the local Indian takeaway. Poor Crackers and Marble were

dispatched to the garden, so we were watched by two pairs of doggy eyes – but it didn’t take

Marble long to figure out how the humans were getting in and out, and start taking running

jumps at the door handle. How long before she uses that same initiative to go finding caches? 

Later on, we still had more caches to make, this time covering containers in camo tape, followed

by ensuring that our card machine was still working ready for the megas. A very late night,

resulting in us not setting off home again until almost 11-30pm, and still with more to do. I

ended up with an old tent that was chopped up, and rematerialised as the camo bags we had on

the stall, which I was still running up on the sewing machine until the night before. 

So next time you see one of our containers for sale, or even out in the wild, remember to say a

quick thank you to the team for making these for you!
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CHANGES TO THE GAGB SHOP
SHOP UPDATE,  FOLLOWING LAUNCH OF NEW PRODUCTS IN JULY

The GAGB shop has received a major update

and a facelift for the first time in several

years. This follows the new products we added

in July, which we will highlight here.

Our 2021 geocoins, which are the latest

additions to our popular national park series

– the first since summer 2019. The sixth

national park in the series is the South

Downs, and the image on the coins depicts

the Clayton Windmills, known locally as Jack

and Jill, in West Sussex.

As you’ll see below, there are two versions.

The first (our standard edition) is antique

gold, and it really is something to behold. At

just £15, this is a good option for all

collectors and geocoin enthusiasts –

especially those who like consistency, as every

coin in the series has been available in

antique gold. The second finish is antique

silver (limited edition), priced at £18 - this

version of the coin is simply stunning, more

closely  resembling the colour of the

windmills themselves. We don’t have many in

stock – so order soon, before they sell out!

That’s not all. We really value feedback from

our members, and with 40% of survey

respondents asking for containers to be

added to our shop, we took action! For the

first time ever, we now have several on sale,

ranging from bisons, to magnetic tubes and a

unique sheep wool cache. 

We are also pleased to announce that we

have some GAGB clothing back in stock, for

the first time since the pandemic began.

S o, what are you waiting for? Visit our shop to

check out its updated look, and to place your

order today! 

Please note that the new shop does not hold

any old customer or order details, so you may

choose to create another account. 
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Snag the tag
Part 3: A review by Dragorsaurus

but waited a few weeks to let the undergrowth
recover before publishing. Again it did not
last long. About 2 hours after being
published. I knew the finder and teased them
as they did not know who had hidden it. But I
could tell from their face when they got the
tag they were pretty pleased with it. So my
reward on that score is enough.

My quest still remained to track down a dark
knight to complete my conquest yet the only
one I saw was 65 miles away. Had no one in
the UK got Dark Knights? Yes, it was soon
discussed on facebook and I knew there
would be but when or where no one knew.

Notifications were on and I checked every
one. A dark knight was placed but in the USA,
then Holland then back to USA. Not one more
appeared in the UK until nearly 10 days later. 

It’s now Friday and an email pinged just as we
are all thinking what to eat at about 17:30. I
opened my email and one had been
published. Where? OK, 20 miles away. Is it a
dark knight … yes! Excitement and optimism
builds. It is Friday in a pandemic but can I get
down the M23 to Gatwick before other
players? 

Google said 50 minutes. I am excited but will I
be made to stop and have dinner first? I
promise to collect a takeaway on my way back
if I can leave now. All agreed so I am off.
Despite google saying 50 minutes and me not
holding back to the speed limits, I arrived at
suitable parking 58 minutes later. Could I

So I decided to take the plunge and join the
Knights Templar: Snag the Tag game. I
ummed and ahhed over which team to join
or both. Eventually I joined the Light and
waited for my pack. The day I got my hands
on it was Wow. I remembered thinking no
wonder the postage was high. A huge
trackable coin (more like an ashtray in size)
arrived with 3 tags. after spending a good
while enjoying the tactile pleasure of the coin
I then had to think of somewhere to hide so
that two lucky recipients would get what I had
too. This altruistic part of the game appealed
to me during a pandemic and I have always
loved an FTF hunt.

So where to hide? I turned to google and
searched Templar sites. I found old castle
ruins, I found intact castles and follys and
walked routes to several sites.I really should
have hidden one at one too :). In the end I just
wanted to get in the game so plumped for my
nearest location as my perfect site never
materialised. Hid my tag, took some pictures
and gathered coordinates. Wrote my page,
submitted and before you know it, it was
gone. When I woke up it had been published,
chased and found There was more
information on the facebook group recently
set up indicating the finder was in as much
of a hurry as I had been and had probably
not even read my page :D It seems from the
facebook group they were very pleased
though and had travelled a considerable
distance. My second tag was hidden much
later and found by a recent convert to the
game.  I put a lot less effort into my hide 
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yet. I look again. Still nothing. I get slightly 
 more extreme in my search area and
something looks out of place. Could it be?
Yes! I’m on my own but I celebrate my find
with noise and fist pumps. Then back to the
moment and bragging rights time. I need to
claim and stop all others from wasting their
time. I can’t see the hiders name so I am not
too sure who to thank. I take a picture and
have a chat with the lady in the lake and have
a little wish to enjoy my good fortune. 

That is my two experiences of the game and
they were both good. I realise I am not really
saying thank you to the generous person who
has given me the trophy of my quest but the
facebook group allows me to rectify that. Of
the two parts what did I enjoy more? The jury
is still out.I definitely loved the thrill of the
chase to claim the tag I was missing. I also
enjoyed the history I learned whilst looking
for relevant hiding spots. Giving away also
feels good even though there is little feedback
obtained as it presently is. What next? Well I
bought into Sherlock :)

have missed it? I knew of several cachers who
lived around where I was but did they play? I
got out and had the dog with me. After only a
few steps she stopped to do what dogs do and
I looked at her and said “we haven't got time
for this”. She ignored me and did her stuff.
Arghhhh. 2 minutes later I’d disposed of it
and was moving forwards again. I could see
walkers getting back into cars and leaving. It
was getting dark. “Had I missed it” was going
through my mind amongst the excitement of
an FTF as such with an actual reward of
something I really wanted to get. 

I followed my arrow and arrived at the side of
a lake. I searched the obvious spots and
where the GPS pointed but there was a
difference with where I imagined the hide
and where I was being pointed to go by the
arrow. Not much, but enough to offer several
possibles. I found nothing. I must be too late.
It is getting gloomy as the sun is getting
lower. I check the web and my emails but no
claimed find and yet I have a weak signal
myself so maybe they just haven’t claimed

Collectors Sherlock



Reminder -
GAGB Committee Elections

All GAGB members are eligible, and
encouraged, to participate (stand, nominate
or vote) in this year’s GAGB elections. As long
as you are an ‘active’ member (i.e. you have
interacted with us at some point in the last
three years), you will receive a ballot to your
registered email. Inactive members can
request one even after that. More details and
rules will be posted on the forum.

There will be two elections: one for the
position of Chair, and one for the eight
Committee Member posts.

Each candidate needs to be 18 or over, and
nominations must be made in the relevant
thread in the GAGB forum during the
advertised nomination period. Each
nomination must be seconded and accepted
by the nominee within that same period in
order to be valid. Where nominations exceed
vacancies, election shall be by ballot and will
be run by Michael Malvick (Ladybug Kids),
who is returning as our Independent
Returning Officer (IRO).

SurveyHero.com is used to generate the
ballot. This streamlines ballot counting and
adds a layer of confidentiality between the
IRO and those who vote.

Please make sure your e-mail address on the
GAGB forum is current.

The IRO will make an announcement in the
GAGB forums after the e-mails have gone out
so you can check your spam filter, in case
you don’t receive the link to the ballot. The
IRO may also send reminder and
announcement emails.

Chair Election Result

As Arthur Griffiths (Griff Grof) has chosen to
step down at the end of this year, a Chair
election was held. Nominations opened on
November 1st and closed on November 5th. 

Chris Carpenter (Saza36) was the only person
to be nominated, and he accepted his
nomination. As Chris was standing
unopposed, he was elected Chair with the
election not going to ballot. Chris will begin
his new role on December 1st.

Nominations open: start of day Monday
November 15th 2020
Nominations close: end of day Friday
November 19th 2020 (5 days)
Manifesto sent to IRO by the end of Saturday
November 20th 2020
Q&A runs all day November 21st-24th (4
days)
Voting starts: start of day Thursday
November 25th 2020
Voting ends: end of day Sunday November
28th 2020 (4 days)

Committee Election (8 posts, 1 year term)
 

Please also visit the GAGB forums to keep up to
date with all the election news and follow us on
our Facebook Page and Twitter for updates and
announcements.

We encourage you to consider standing. Check
out the next page for more information,
including committee roles.
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Vice-Chair: depending on whether the

Chair feels it is necessary, the committee

can include a Vice Chair. They are

responsible for assisting the Chair with

their duties, as the Chair sees fit.

Treasurer: keeps the accounts in order,

and submits a statement of accounts for

the previous financial year (ending 30th

September) by the end of October. 

Secretary: writes and circulates the

minutes. The Secretary may also be

responsible for chasing actions to ensure

that they are completed by the next

meeting. 

GLAD Enquiries: respond to enquiries

from our voicemail and email systems

from people who have found a cache on

their land, and help to resolve the dispute.

It’s an important and varied role and you

get to talk to all sorts of people.

General Enquiries: listen to voicemails or

read and respond to queries that are not

from landowners. These could include a

cache that had been found by a member

GAGB is only ever what we make of it – we

can always do so much more. Take a look

through these potential jobs and see if you

fancy any of them. Please consider standing,

and feel free to contact any of the incumbent

committee members with any questions.

Main roles: 

Public-facing roles:

Social Media & Communications: manage

the GAGB’s social media accounts;

frequently post on Facebook, Twitter and

Instagram. This is a key way to talk to and

interact with our members on a regular

basis. This role can involve writing and

sending out the GAGB’s monthly

newsletter.

Seeker Editor & Publisher: responsible for

sourcing (and writing) content that is

useful, interesting, and entertaining. The

publisher is in charge of getting the layout

right and making Seeker presentable. The

Editor and Publisher can be the same

person, or different people.

Friends & Reps Coordinator: leads our

GAGB Friends and Regional Reps.

Responsible for involving the Friends in

GAGB activities and managing the Reps

and all regional engagement initiatives.

GLAD Database Manager: reviews the

database of landowner agreements, spots

problems, creates digital maps, and

documents any new agreements or

changes that come in. It also involves

coordinating with the Groundspeak wiki

and reviewers.  Some simple HTML skills

of the public, a new geocacher seeking

help, or the media.  For example, in the

past Countryfile, Radio 2, Border TV, and

others have asked for contacts and we’ve

put them in touch with geocachers in the

right area. This is an exciting role for a

friendly communicator.

Back-office roles:

GAGB NEEDS YOUR HELP!
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Webmaster: make sure pages display

properly, fix any technical issues, and

continually tweak the site to make it ever-

better. If you know PHP, HTML5,

Mailchimp or vBulletin (or are eager to

learn), this is the job for you!

Shop Manager: managing stock, sending

out orders, and leading the effort to

expand stock i.e. creating new

promotional products. It is important to

get the orders correct and promptly sent

out. With between 3-7 orders a month,

this won’t be sweeping you off your feet!

Membership Benefits Secretary: reach

out to external companies to get

discounts for our members, freebies to

help fundraising and sell advertising

spots. In 2019/20, the Membership

Benefits Secretary also managed and

updated the GAGB's brand new

geocaching media archive.

New Members Admin: a shared role that

is usually held by several people, this is

where we catch spammers and fakes!

Both Facebook and the website have new

member requests and responding to

them promptly is important. It’s a nice

and simple daily ‘add-on’ role to have.

GAGB Roving Events: these are well-liked,

and provide a chance for attendees to

learn about what the GAGB does and tell

us what they would like us to do! Fingers

Other things we like to do:

Fundraising: the GAGB often has a stall at

larger events, and we need committee

members to run it.

Meetings

We have online meetings, usually one per

month, that tend to take place in the evening.

The committee communicate between

meetings using the forum and Facebook

Messenger.

Time commitment

This greatly depends on the role. Some

require a daily commitment, whereas others

can range from every few days to every week.

There might be more to do at certain times of

the year. On average, you can expect to spend

a total of one hour per week on GAGB matters.

It is common for committee members to help

each other out and work as a team to get

things done.

Summary

You’ll notice that we have more roles than the

eight places on the committee! In the past, we

have often doubled-up and shared roles. The

Chair, and maybe even some GAGB Reps or

Friends, will pick up tasks that none of the

eight committee members can handle.

If you’d like to help then please get in touch, if

you’d like to take on a role then please do

stand, and if you think we are doing it all

wrong then please stand and help us get it

right!

are (ideally) needed to edit and create

the agreements, but in the main it’s a job

for someone who is organised and likes

things to be ordered, sorted, and clear.

crossed that the GAGB will be able to

organise roving events again in 2021!
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The year has flown by, and it has been a fruitful one for the GAGB thanks to the hard work of
every single committee member. 

One of our main aims was to increase the number of active GAGB members and the number
of new users registering to join the Association. We knew that this would be a challenge, as
these figures had been declining for five consecutive years. I am thrilled to confirm that we
have achieved this goal – we have 3% more active members than we did at this point last year,
and registrations are up by 57%. This is thanks to a range of new initiatives, including the
survey in February (which generated a lot of interest), a ‘Become a Member’ campaign, and
new membership benefits. 

Another priority was to appoint representatives in every region. To my delight, this initiative
has been a resounding success – the GAGB has a presence in both Scottish regions and
Northern Ireland for the first time in its history, representation in Wales for the first time in
seven years, and keen cachers serving as reps across the length and breadth of England. We
are still in need of reps for the Isle of Man and the Channel Islands - if you are based there, 
 please let us know if you're interested. The reps have been carefully chosen by the committee
and are full of enthusiasm for both the GAGB and geocaching itself – they’ve been responding
to emails, organising GAGB events, and lots more.

GAGB Annual Report 
Dec 2020 - Nov 2021

Chair's Introduction

2,061
ACTIVE MEMBERS

+3%

256
NEW REGISTRATIONS

+57%

129,841
WEBSITE PAGE HITS

PER MONTH

157
ENQUIRIES RECIEVED

BY THE GAGB

+14%

4,902
SOCIAL MEDIA
FOLLOWERS

+5%

6,959
UNIQUE WEBSITE VISITS

PER MONTH
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To help generate further funds for the GAGB, our online shop has been expanded
considerably. We released new geocoins and responded to survey feedback by introducing a
range of containers. In addition, we have added new geocache labels, clothing, and
maintenance kits.  This expansion has increased the total retail value of our stock by 85%.

We remained committed to supporting Mega events, sponsoring both mega:MK and London
Calling. We also secured funding to co-organise a series of ‘introduction to geocaching’ events
across the West Midlands region, which will help to support their Mega as well. 

Other key 2021 highlights include the release of Seeker’s tenth anniversary issue back in
February, the launch of the Creative Coast GeoTour, and our Cache Creation competition.

Arthur Griffiths (Griff Grof) - Chair

Read on to find out what each committee member has done this year! 

Secretary's Report

Arthur Griffiths (Griff Grof) (Chair) – 11
Caz Turver (Border Caz) – 11
Jenn Hill (Jennthefunkyranger) - 11
Alexander Buswell (mmmPIZZA) - 10
Mel Read (Moira Crackers) - 9
Craig Davidge (Cabbage187) - 9
Sharon Reid (sharant) - 8
Chris Carpenter (Saza36) - 1 (out of 1, co-
opted 09/21)
Imogen Michel (ImogenMichel) - 1 (out
of 1, co-opted 09/21)

Telephone enquiries: 11 (down from 22)

Eleven committee meetings have been held
online in the 2020/21 term of office, in every
month except November 2021. The members
of the 2020/21 committee are, with
attendance of meetings shown: 

Contact with the Public 
The GAGB have a telephone number & an
email address where members of the public
or or geocachers can contact us. Messages
can also be sent to our inboxes on social
media. From 1 November 2020 to the time of
writing, we have received the following: 
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Email enquiries: 100 (up from 92) 
Social media enquiries: 46 (up from 24) 

Landowner complaints: 11
Landowners requests for help: 6
New or updated agreements: 7
Permission enquiry - existing cacher: 7
Media enquiries: 1
General enquiry - existing cacher: 11
General enquiry - new cacher: 6
Public - found ‘stray’ geocache: 1 
Public - other: 3
Pulic - DofE assessor request: 11
Outreach matters: 5
SWAG Weekend: 20
Seeker or newsletter: 12
GAGB Friends or Reps: 12
Shop: 5
Website or login issues: 4
Other: 18
Spam: 9

Excluding telephone enquiries (mostly from
landowners), these can be categorised as: 

This year's Key GAGB Statistics can be found
on the previous page. 



For my sixth year on the GAGB committee, I had the honour of serving as Chair. In this role, I
chaired 11 meetings and oversaw all committee members, ensuring that the GAGB was always
operating as smoothly and effectively as possible. As well as supporting everyone with their
roles, providing cover, and helping in all areas when required, there were certain tasks that I
took on personally. 

I dealt with all non-landowner related enquiries, promptly responding to geocachers, the
media and members of the public, which I found to be highly rewarding. In my capacity as
Chair, I was interviewed by the National Trust about geocaching, attended the Creative Coast
GeoTour launch, and liaised with members of both geocaching and non-geocaching
organisations (such as Mega committees and regional funding bodies). 

One of my main manifesto promises was to introduce regional representatives, so this was
something that I was closely involved with. I devised and wrote the framework/terms of
reference for reps, as well as the trial guide. Following Dominic’s resignation from the
committee, I was interim Coordinator, 'recruiting' 5 reps within a single week. I also
collaborated with Dominic to grow GAGB Friends, increasing the number of Friends by a
whopping 147%. New foundations are now in place to keep them more engaged than ever – for
example, a mailing list for both friends and reps now exists to keep them all in the loop.

As part of my efforts to make membership even more worthwhile, I added three new discounts
(at Kit Stores, Rainbow Caching and the SideTracked shop), managed the Cache Creation
competition to keep members engaged, and put several new ideas on the table, including a
membership card and an opt-in mentoring scheme for newbies, which are still being
discussed. I am pleased that we have seen the number of active members increase for the first
time in half a decade, as this was my main goal. 

Behind the scenes, I designed the GAGB survey and analysed its results to create an action
plan, introduced new committee and meeting management tools, and did my very best to
inject energy and enthusiasm into the GAGB. I also wrote a code of conduct for committee
members, which was formally adopted in September.

I would like to thank every member of the committee for their efforts this year – we have all
worked well together as a team, with everyone pulling their weight and fulfilling their
commitments to a high standard. 

Arthur Griffiths (Griff Grof) - Chair

Committee Members' Personal Reports
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I have thoroughly enjoyed my time as Chair. However, due to a recent change in my personal
circumstances, I have reluctantly made the very sad decision to stand down, as I will no longer
have the time to give what the role requires. I genuinely believe that we are leaving the
Association in a better position compared to when we took office in 2020, with some good and
exciting foundations in place and ready to be built on. I wish Chris and next year’s committee
every success.

Sharon Reid (sharant) - Secretary
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This year started quiet because of the lockdown but it was great to meet geocachers from all
over the UK this year, I’m so pleased that events are back. I really enjoyed this summer’s Mega
events meeting so many geocachers from around the world and meeting up with Geocaching
friends and GAGB members.I attended and helped on the GAGB stall at Piratemania,
Lincolnshire UK Annual Mega and London Calling. I also helped with other members of the
Committee (Jenn, Caz and Mel) creating hundreds of caches for the UK Megas to sell and for
our map game.

Again this year the committee decided to sponsor the UK Megas, I have been liaising with
London Calling where we purchased some pencils for their supporter’s packs as well as the
bags we supplied last year. Sponsorship is more important as it is difficult to generate the
monies needed for a Mega when there are so few events to sell products to geocachers. 

As well as responding to some emails I have mainly been involved with the website. Fixing
some problems that have arisen with the new website, Mailchimp and the forum as well as
stopping spammers. I also kept our website content up to date including our 2021 competition
webpage and newsposts. I have added a few new webpages, two about puzzle solving, a GAGB
souvenir images webpage  for your Geocaching profile and a GAGB featured series webpage to
filter on geocaching regions. I have also been responsible for all the GAGB membership
applications a daily task.

I was also involved in designing some leaflets for new geocachers, a small pocket sized card
with the main points on how to start to find your first geocache as well as three banners to use
at Outreach events. I was also involved with purchasing five new GPS units to use at Outreach
events.

I was also secretary this year so involved with writing and publishing the minutes and helping
Arthur with the agenda each month.

Sadly this will be my last year on the GAGB committee, I will not stand in this year’s
Committee elections, and it is time for someone new to take forward their own ideas and to
develop the GAGB to promote geocaching in the UK. I have been on the GAGB Committee since
2014, five as Chair. Stay Safe everyone and happy caching.



Caz Turver (Border Caz) - Treasurer

Can't believe I have been the GAGB Treasurer for 5 years now, doesn't time fly! So, what have I
been up to over the last 12 months? 

This past year's activities have continued to be affected by Covid19 restrictions, as you all
know, and events were not re-allowed until July/August – luckily just in time for the annual UK
Mega and Piratemania in Lincolnshire to go ahead. Well done to the organising teams for
persevering against all odds. 

I attended all Committee meetings, kept all the accounts up to date so I could report the state
of our finances at each meeting, ensured that all bills were paid and any monies received were
banked promptly and produced a report of the previous year's accounting activities for the
Spring edition of Seeker magazine. I also contributed a crossword puzzle to Seeker and I am
currently in the process of finalising the accounts for year ending 30th Septemebr 2021.

I arranged the production of our latest National Parks series geocoin – South Downs, liasing
with the manufacturer as and when needed. I also arranged the printing of GAGB cache labels
and collected them. Along with other Committee members I helped in making caches and
prizes for the stalls at Piratemania, Lincoln UK Mega and London's Calling, and to be added to
our online shop; I was able to attend all three Mega events and assisted on our stalls at them.

I also went to the event jointly hosted by the West Mids Mega 22 team and GAGB at Bourneville
in September – now that events are being published again I hope to get out to more, meeting
both new and established geocachers.

I have been involved with Facebook group admissions and posting and have helped resolve
some landowner enquiries.
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Mel Read (Moira Crackers) - Retail & Outreach

The start of this year was very much like last year with Covid19, but then came more
lockdowns and slowly releasing to normality, even that was a little delayed and lots of
questions were being asked if we would have a Mega this year. Finally, the date of a release
came and reviewers started to publish new caches, there was still questions of what would
happen and how a Mega would be done due to Covid and any restrictions.  

We were able to get back to a little normality and able to have the Annual Megas and what a
busy year it turned into with 3 Megas. Lots of fun, geocaching and adventure labs done by all,



although it did seem quite strange not having the foreign geocachers coming over for the

Megas they were very missed.

I have enjoyed my role with GAGB as Shop Manager, managing the online shop, checking

preparing and posting out the shop orders and obviously helping at the Megas to run the

GAGB shop stall along with the Map Game, which many people seem to like not just for the

different caches they could win but the children love the lollipops too. It’s not just helping to

run the stall but it’s making some of the caches we sell and getting everything ready and

prepared for the Megas, it does take a lot of organising and a day was spent by many of the

committee printing and rolling logs and putting them into caches and making up the many

different caches to either sell on the stall or win on the map game.

I do like attending events to get us better known, which we couldn’t do at the start of the

committee year, but then all events have now been re-introduced. It has been another

exceedingly difficult year for so many, as a lot of companies had to close due to government

guidelines which left us unable to supply the clothing. Sales have been limited this year due to

the lack of meets and events. The main annual Mega is a big event for us and due to this being

cancelled last year we were desperate for this year to go ahead and get back to some kind of

normal.

I have reached out to a few posts on social media asking for help and either managed to help

over chat with problems, how to use the app on the phone, how to download offline caches and

basic little things. I really was looking forward though to getting newbies off the ground and

was very excited when we were able to gain a grant from the Co-op and along with the WM

Mega22 this has enabled us to purchase a few new GPS units for geocaching events to

introduce new people into geocaching. I had managed to source a couple of second-hand GPSs

to use with introductions to geocaching and we have now been able to purchase 5 brand new

units

We hope the next year is brighter and events can continue the way they are, stay safe and

enjoy the hobby and we hope to see you at an event soon.

Jenn Hill (Jennthefunkyranger) - Seeker Editor

This has been my second year as a committee member, where I’ve taken on a much bigger
role than the year before. As well as being the editor for Seeker I also largely took over the
publishing side, with assistance from Arthur who did this previously. I have also been the
person who has been sending out the monthly newsletters you will have received, and for both
of these, thank you very much to everyone who has contributed. 

As covid restrictions were lifted the mega events were able to go ahead, and I was at all three
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Alexander Buswell (mmmPIZZA) - Social Media

Craig Davidge (Cabbage187) - GLAD Manager

megas in the UK this summer on the GAGB stand. After not being able to do so much in my

first year it was great to be able to get out there and meet so many of you whilst representing

the GAGB. These were all really hard work, but also a lot of fun. It wasn’t just the events

themselves, there had to be preparation beforehand, so I was also part of a small group of us

who spent several days making caches and sorting stock out (see the behind the scenes article

for more information on this). 

As well as my role with Seeker, and assisting with the megas I have also negotiated a new

clothing supplier for our branded clothing after our previous supplier sadly became a victim

to covid. In August I also attended the inaugural GAGB / West Midlands 2022 introduction to

caching event in Birmingham, where we took several new cachers round the park to find the

caches that had been put out for the event, with the GPS units that had been purchased thanks

to a grant from the Co-Op. 

If I am re-elected I look forward to being able to build on everything I have done this year,

taking on so much of Seeker was a huge learning curve, and it would be great to be able to

refine what I have learned. 

This is my first year on GAGB commitee, I would like to add I have felt very welcome. 

As the GLAD Manager, I was responsible for all landowner agreements, land owner contacts
and questions about cache placement permissions. 

This year I have dealt with 27 enquiries. I have contacted a few councils and been successful
on these occasions for new agreements. 

I am currently assisting a young geocacher with Duke of Edinburgh. 

I will be attending my first roving event soon and getting my face out there for others to see.

First things first, I’d personally like to thank Arthur for informing me about the GAGB and
recommending me to run social media and of course, to those who nominated me for the
committee as well.

This year, like the previous one, has been a somewhat weird and unusual one, but at least
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year, we were able to attend events once again, such as the Lincolnshire Mega, which being a
part of the GAGB, allowed me to see these Mega Events in a different light.

Being the organiser/manager of social media pages was something which I was new to, my
only experience being running an Instagram page of my own. This experience allowed me to
have confidence in myself to be able to run the social media side of things. Although it has
been tricky at times, it has been a positive experience. We ran a competition this year based
on designing/building your own geocaching container. We also had a successful CITO Week
due to events being allowed to be hosted once more. We also ran shops at all three Mega
events as well, all of which I had the pleasure of helping at. Despite working in retail, it was a
very different and new experience. But it was a pleasant one.

I hope to be re-elected so I can aim to push the social media pages further, highlight
geocaching within Great Britain further and to help promote future events as well. I want to
say a big thank you to Arthur for his work as Chair and a big thank you as well to the rest of
the committee for all their hard work.

I was heavily involved with the GAGB during 2020 as part of a team developing the new website

and was co-opted into the committee as joint webmaster in September 2021. 

Since then, there has been a rapid learning curve as I familiarise myself with everything that

underlies the website, online shop and forum. A number of pages have been enhanced and

there are several in development that will soon be implemented.

From managing the site to approving new forum members, blocking hackers and generally

keeping things up-to-date there is something to be done daily and I look forward to the

challenges ahead.

Since accepting the role of Friends and Regional Representatives Coordinator in September I
have been busy with getting to grips with what the role involves and how the committee works,
as well as making sure that all our records relating to the Friends and Reps are accurate and
up to date. I have also been working on encouraging and supporting Regional Representatives
to hold roving events and am very excited to see that the Southwest England rep team are
planning to hold the first of these in November. I am really hopeful that the Regional
Representatives initiative can really help to broaden the reach of the GAGB across the UK and
am pleased to have been able to play a part in this by taking on this role.

Imogen Michel (ImogenMichel) - Friends & Reps

Chris Carpenter (Saza36) - Webmaster (Joint)
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The GAGB constitution states that the Executive Committee is able to delegate tasks to GAGB

members if they wish - once they accept, these members become 'Appointed Members'.

Appointed Members can take part in any relevant committee discussions, but have no voting

powers.

This year, there were two Appointed Members assisting the committee:

Matt Faulkner Collins (maattmooo)
Matt was appointed to be the GAGB's lead for the England's Creative Coast GeoTour. He was

heavily involved in every step of the process. A huge thanks to Matt for doing such a terrific

job.

Dominic Murray (Geocaching Womble)
After resigning from the committee in August, Dominic was appointed as archivist to maintain

the geocaching media archive on our website. 

Appointed Members

Jonathan Howells (Flowerpot_man) resigned on 26 July 2021. Jonathan was an Ordinary

Committee Member, who helped out in various ways. This included running the Twitter

account and looking into potential cost savings. Jonathan attended 5 out of 8 meetings.

Dominic Murray (Geocaching Womble) resigned on 16 August 2021. Dominic was our Friends

& Reps coordinator, responsible for keeping all GAGB Friends engaged and taking the regional

representatives initiative from concept to reality. Dominic attended 8 out of 9 meetings,

 

Former Committee Members

GAGB's financial year ended on September 30th. The accounts have been prepared by the

Treasurer and audited. They are now available to view here. A summary will be included in the

next issue of Seeker, featuring some graphs and pie charts.

Accounts

Thank You
The committee would like to thank all our GAGB regional representatives, friends and

members for their engagement and ongoing support over the past year. 
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https://www.gagb.org.uk/uploads/Accounts/GAGB_Accounts_01.10.20-30.09.21.pdf


MEMBER DISCOUNTS

 All codes are available to GAGB members at: 
www.gagb.org.uk/member-discounts.php 

5% 
off

15% 
off

20% 
off

5% 
off

10% 
off

10% 
off

5% 
off

5% 
off

5% 
off

10% 
off

10% 
off
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